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ELITE and AEROSERVICIO S.A. sign distribution agreement for Chilean and
South American market
ELITE Simulation Solutions is delighted to announce that it has entered into a formal
distribution and partnership agreement with Aeroservicio S.A. in Chile. Aeroservicio will
act as a distributor of ELITE’s entire product line of aviation training devices in Chile,
Argentina, Bolivia, Peru, Uruguay, Paraguay, and Bolivia.
Aeroservicio has a long history of excellence in the aviation industry and is an
established entity in the Chilean and Latin American aviation market. The company
offers a wide range of services, including pilot training, importing aircraft and parts, and
maintenance services. With its remarkable reputation, Aeroservicio is the ideal partner
to distribute and further develop ELITE’s renowned brand products to the expanding
Latin American aviation market.
Aeroservicio has already proven to be a reliable and supportive partner of ELITE over the
past years, which makes the formalization of the dealership agreement even more
exciting. Wayne Keyes, ELITE’s Director of Business Development in the Americas, says:
“We are extremely pleased that Aeroservicio has formally joined our high quality global
partners to distribute our products in the Latin American market. ELITE’s high quality
products, along with Aeroservicio’s drive for success and knowledge of the Latin
American market, perfectly combine all of our skills and expertise to cater to the
constantly growing and evolving requirements in the region”.
Willem-Jan Derks, CEO of Aeroservicio, says: “ELITE adds great value to the scope of
products and services we offer in the region and our current expansion. We feel ELITE’s
products will prove of great interest to many operators and organizations in the region.”
About ELITE Simulation Solutions
For nearly 30 years, ELITE has been a pioneer and leading global provider of IFR training
software, simulator hardware and aviation training devices. Additional information
about ELITE Simulation Solutions fixed wing and rotary wing products are available at
www.flyelite.com.

